Evaluation of various treatments for carcinoma of the mandibular region.
Cancers of the mandibular region show the lowest survival rates of all oral cancers. In order to compare the effect of five different modes of treatment (including surgery and/or radiotherapy), a series of 159 patients was analysed. When adjustments were made for age, sex and tumour stage in a log-linear multivariate analysis, no differences between treatments in the 5-year relative survival rates (RSR) could be demonstrated for stage I and II tumours. In stage III and IV tumours, radiation treatment alone resulted in poor survival. Between the other four treatments, all including surgery, no statistically significant differences in the 5-year relative survival rates were found. Radiation therapy as an element in combination therapy may have postponed a recurrence but did not affect the 5-year survival rate. For advanced tumours, mostly responsible for the low overall 5-year RSR, higher survival rates can possibly be achieved by improving surgical treatment of the primary lesion and the neck. At present, however, only earlier diagnosis might significantly increase the survival rates.